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GCA’s Key Connections: Member Profile 
Beth & Trent Mohlenbrock, Founders & Owners 
Changing Seasons Landscape Center, Marion, IL 
 

Changing Seasons Grows Brand with Special Gardening Niches, Experience-Builders 
 

Husband-and-wife business duo Beth and 
Trent Mohlenbrock have certainly lived up to 
their slogan, “Watch us grow,” at their 
independent garden center, Changing Seasons 
Landscape Center. The Owners and Founders 
of the Marion, IL-based indie has offered a 
broad selection of plants, hardgoods and 
expertise to customers since 1991, with a 
special focus on trees and indoor gardening. 
Those niches have grown to be Changing 
Seasons’ bestsellers.  

Trent’s interest in plants developed when he was just a boy tagging along with his father, Dr. 
Robert H. Mohlenbrock, a Professor of Botany at Southern Illinois University. “Our main focus at 
the store is trees,” he explains. “That’s probably our heaviest area, because my dad was a 
botany professor, and his love was trees.”  

While he was attending college for a degree in recreation, Trent landed a job at a local garden 
center after Beth encouraged him to inquire about a position. “They hired me on the spot,” he 
says. “I worked there for about a year and a half before we decided to open our own garden 
center. All of a sudden I realized, I was picking up stuff quickly like a sponge. I just didn’t realize I 
knew that much about plants or was even that interested.” 

Beth’s involvement in the business included accounting and bookkeeping, while she maintained 
a full-time job in IT at a local university. After 25 years in the IT field, she left and took on more 
roles at Changing Seasons, including marketing and event coordinating. 
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Capitalizing on their diverse areas of expertise and combining the two together, Beth and Trent 
developed their other business last year, Local Plant Pro, a mobile app where gardeners can 
contact plant experts at their local garden centers with questions. It has proven to be a huge 
supplement to their garden center and other indie garden retailers they’re marketing it to. “This 
has definitely helped us stand out from other stores in our area,” Trent says. 

Local Plant Pro is completely user-friendly – customers simply download the app for free from the 
Apple App Store, then search for garden centers in their area. Once they select their favorite, the 
user is ready to send questions or photos about any of their gardening needs. When the 
customer sends a question, the plant professionals at the garden center receive a notification. 
Questions can be answered via the plant expert’s mobile device through the app.  

“We use it as a sales tool,” Beth says. “When we answer questions, we try to sell products to the 
user to remedy their problem. Trent will go to the shelf and snap a picture of a solution, telling 
them, ‘Here’s what you need.’ They’ll walk in the store with the photo in the app open on their 
phones and say, ‘I’m here to buy this.’” 

She continues, “The customers appreciate that level of 
personal service. When you’re directly communicating one-
on-one on a person’s phone, it’s a really personal exchange.”  

The Mohlenbrocks noticed that a lot of the younger generation 
of shoppers don’t want to use social media to ask gardening 
questions – they want direct communication. “That’s exactly 
what we’re delivering to them,” Beth says. “We read some 
research that said a lot of young customers are too 
intimidated to walk into a garden center. They’re 
overwhelmed, and they don’t even know where to start. Now, 
with the Local Plant Pro app, they can make this personal 
connection before they even walk in the door.”  

Beth and Trent are always looking for new ways to improve 
and differentiate their store, including “site adventures,” as 
they call them, while they’re on vacation or visiting different 
parts of the country. They recently garnered new store 
improvement ideas on this past June’s GCA Summer Tour to Virginia. 

“We saw a really great canopy top system at McDonald Garden Center, which we’re thinking 
about installing over our color market area where our annuals are located,” Trent says. “We’ve 
already been in touch with the store to get the measurements and logistics of the system, so it’s 
something we may do.”  

Beth noticed that a lot of the stores on the tour were more than just a traditional garden center. 
“So many of the garden centers were evolving into event centers with restaurants and such,” she 
says. “It has our wheels turning on that.” 
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Clever store signage and different bench designs 
were other invaluable ideas that the Mohlenbrocks 
took away. Networking with other garden center 
owners on the tour proved extremely useful to them as 
well. 

 
On-Trend Events, Store Ambiance Contribute to 
Favorable Experience  

While the Local Plant Pro certainly sets up customers 
for an exceptional in-store experience once they’re at 
Changing Seasons, the Mohlenbrocks make sure to 

implement other experience-builders to ensure each and every shopper leaves with a smile. 
They’re hosting more events throughout the year that tie in to key consumer trends, such as 
cooking with herbs and pollinator gardens, becoming more like the event centers they saw on 
this year’s GCA Summer Tour.  

“There’s a local chef who owns a gourmet restaurant near us,” Beth explains. “We invited her to 
come in and do a presentation on cooking with herbs. It was really popular, and she created all 
kinds of food samplings for customers. It was new for people, and it expanded their horizon on 
herbs and what to do with them.” 

To encourage herb sales during the event, they stationed an herb display next to the chef’s table. 
The chef would refer to the plant when she used it in the demonstration. 

The Mohlenbrocks created a special focus on 
pollinator gardens for event themes this year. They 
brought in two local beekeepers to educate customers 
on how they can help the declining bee population. “It 
was very interesting, and people really, really enjoyed 
it,” Beth says. “We tied it in with a pollinator friendly 
plant display, so customers could get an idea of what 
flowers would help the bee population.” 

She continues, “We try to host special events that tap 
in to what we think people are most interested in 
hearing about.” 

Beth and Trent actually downsized their store two years ago, focusing on the niches of indoor 
gardening and trees, while offering a selection of unique plants, pottery, statuary and a few 
gardening gifts. Now, they’re finding out from customers that the store has a more quaint feeling. 
“One thing I’ve really focused on in the last two to three years is plant inventory control, so that 
we have less stock by the end of the year,” Trent says. “We’ve done really well on that.” 
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As customers enter Changing Seasons, they pass through the checkout area to the lawn and 
garden supplements. Trent refocused the chemical wall so that each shelf addresses specific 
pests, diseases and other topics. Indoor plants and tropicals are also housed in the main retail 
building, branching off to two different paths: an indoor growing facility that features all 
hydroponic growing tools and accessories, and a soil area with tropical plants. Venturing out the 
side doors, customers can shop under cover for different types of perennials, annuals, herbs, 
trees and shrubs.  

“We’re always trying to find that unique plant, trying to steer customers away from the norm,” 
Trent says. “Our expertise makes us different.”  

Pollinator friendly plants are grouped together and highlighted 
with signage and a giant butterfly that was made by Trent from 
recycled materials. The eye-catching art was constructed out of a 
PVC drain pipe for the main body, then polycarbonate for the 
wings.  

Living up to their store name, Trent draws on his more than 30 
years of landscaping experience to provide landscape designs 
and consultations, specializing in brick and stone patios and 
walkways, fire pits and brick ovens, retaining walls, landscape 
lighting and more. 

The beauty of Changing Seasons draws in numerous customers 
who are looking to relax in a tranquil setting. “A lot of customers 
remark on the beauty of our garden center,” Beth says. “We get a 
lot of people who just come in to walk around and meditate. 
They’ll say, ‘I just had a few extra minutes in my day and I just 

wanted to walk around and enjoy the beauty.’” 
 

 


